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ABSTRACT
The automatic generation of realistic behaviour such as tactical
intercepts for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) in air combat is
a challenging problem. State-of-the-art solutions propose hand–
crafted algorithms and heuristics whose performance depends heavily on the initial conditions and aerodynamic properties of the UAVs
involved. This paper shows how to employ domain–independent
planners, embedded into professional multi–agent simulations, to
implement two–level Model Predictive Control (MPC) hybrid control systems for simulated UAVs. We compare the performance of
controllers using planners with others based on behaviour trees
that implement real world tactics. Our results indicate that hybrid
planners derive novel and effective tactics from first principles
inherent to the dynamical constraints UAVs are subject to.
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INTRODUCTION

In computational operations research (OR), multi-agent simulations
(MAS) are often used to model, analyse and understand complex
socio-technical systems [23]. In the defence domain, such simulations are used to support the acquisition of new aircraft, to evaluate
system upgrades, to assess tactical behaviour [24, 48] and to explore
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future operational concepts such as employment of autonomous
systems [7]. Multi-agent simulations of air combat are challenging
due to both the highly dynamic and adversarial nature of the domain and the complexity in the systems and the team tactics being
modelled. These challenges manifest themselves across the entire
spectrum of the software engineering and operational analysis processes, from specifying complex team tactical behaviour [12, 22], up
to representing these complex behaviours within agent reasoning
frameworks for verification and validation.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) refers to a range of control methods, rather than a specific control strategy, which make explicit
use of models of processes — aircraft dynamics in our case – to
obtain a mixed discrete–continuous time–varying control signal
that minimises a given objective function [5, 9]. While MPC is
a general framework, most existing approaches have difficulties
dealing with systems where the constraints on dynamics are other
than linear or change over time, and require substantial applicationspecific engineering in order to be applicable or scale up [8]. The
Domain Predictive Control (DPC) framework [32] presents domain–
independent planning as an alternative, to systematise heuristic
solutions [43] to these challenges [26]. Like MPC, DPC uses an
explicit model to predict future states, but instead of relying on
ad–hoc descriptions of states and transitions, these are compactly
described by means of a domain theory given in a formal abstract
language. We reformulate Löhr’s DPC framework over an extension of the FSTRIPS [17] planning language that includes some of
pddl+ [14] features. This allows to represent arbitrary hybrid dynamical systems [20] directly, without requiring their discrete–time
solution, and is expressive enough to account both for arbitrary
actor models [28] and procedural control knowledge [10].
In this paper we discuss a novel pilot agent for a challenging
adversarial task, stern conversion [1, 46] in which two UAVs, Blue
and Red from now on, compete to get behind each other. This is a
complex domain which allows to illustrate the potential of DPC augmented with state–of–the–art planning languages [15] and search
algorithms [16, 30, 31]. Section 2 describes the task, which requires
some form of sub-goaling to be solved, and briefly sketch the simulation environment used in Section 3.1. Section 4 discusses how
MPC controllers can be implemented with hybrid planners, and

the semantics of the plans computed. We describe the dynamics
and constraints posed by a straightforward supervisory control
scheme that the planner uses directly in Section 5. Next we describe
the experimental setting and discuss empirical observations on the
performance of planning-based controllers that integrate procedural control in several different ways, with an implementation of
Shaw’s heuristic [46] for stern conversion. Our results show that
the planner reveals tactics automatically from first principles, that
sometimes outperform those taught to real world pilots.

Blue and Red, constraints on range, altitude differences and speeds
are also upheld for 5 seconds. In addition to the intercept success
criteria, Figure 2 also defines the relative aspect and antenna train
angles between the two UAVs. Rbr is the range (in meters) between
Blue and Red, Rmin (Rmax ) is the minimum (maximum) intercept
range, ϕmax is the maximum intercept angle, AA is the aspect angle
between Blue and Red [35] and V®b and V®r are the velocity vectors
of Blue and Red respectively.
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The MAS environment used in this paper is ACE (Air Combat Environment), a team-oriented MAS framework currently under development by the Australian Defence Science and Technology (DST)
Group [33, 34]. ACE is designed to simulate teams of aircraft in
adversarial n-versus-m air combat missions. These simulations are
used in operations research studies to support the acquisition of new
aerospace systems and to explore how to best employ them [38].
The scenario we consider in this paper consists of a blue and a
red flight 1 each consisting of a single entity representing a UAV.
Each UAV entity consists of three components, modelling the UAV
flight dynamics, sensors and the last representing decision making.
We refer to this as the pilot agent component. Represented in the
simulated aircraft is also the state of the UAV’s primary sensor
which includes the information on the orientation of the sensor
array and the list of entities the sensor has detected and could track.
We leave the sensor component out of the discussion as we will be
assuming perfect observability of the quantities describing other
aircraft states. We briefly describe the first and third next.

3
AERIAL INTERCEPTS

Relative maneuvering between aircraft typically falls into two categories; Beyond Visual Range (BVR) and Within Visual Range (WVR)
maneuvering. Tactics for BVR maneuvering make use of long range
sensors such as radar, whereas WVR tactics rely on shorter range
ones such as pilot eyesight, and optical or infra-red cameras. The
shorter relative distances in WVR maneuvering make it more difficult for a pilot, whether human or an autonomous agent, to implement these tactical maneuvers in a robust and timely manner.
In air operations, the term intercept refers to maneuvering an
aerial vehicle to a desired position and orientation relative to another aircraft in order to enable formation flying, the use of sensors for identification or, in defence scenarios, the engagement
of weapon systems. The two most common types of aerial intercepts are forward and rear quarter intercepts [46], the latter involve
maneuvering the aircraft to be behind the vehicle being intercepted.
The most common way of achieving a rear quarter intercept is
through a stern conversion maneuver. While a stern conversion can
be achieved in many different ways, the most common approach,
or tactic, is described in Fig. 1 which is adapted from Shaw’s treatise [46] on fighter combat. For the purposes of this paper we will
refer to this maneuver plan as Shaw’s heuristic (SH). The Figure
shows a schematic of Blue executing Shaw’s heuristic under idealised conditions. In this scenario, Red flies straight and level. At
time t 0 , Blue begins to execute the stern conversion maneuver
against Red at a separation or turn range ∆x. At this point Blue
starts adjusting its initial heading to ϕ in order to achieve a lateral
separation or displacement of ∆y w.r.t. Red. Once the desired ∆y has
been achieved at time t 1 , Blue adjusts back its heading from ϕ. At
this point Blue is flying parallel to and in the opposite direction as
Red. This phase of the maneuver is referred to as flying reciprocal.
At some later time t 2 , the distance between Blue and Red becomes
less than or equal than what is known as the conversion range r .
This is the range at which Blue is to turn into Red, and eventually
position itself behind it. The value of r to use depends on the relative velocities Red and Blue as well as Blue’s turning capabilities
that follow from the aerodynamic properties of its airframe.
The specific way in which it is determined if Blue has successfully
achieved a rear quarter intercept usually depends on the context for
the intercept, but some common patterns can be identified. Typically, the intercept is deemed as achieved whenever Blue maintains
its position behind Red for a given period of time, and subject to a
number of additional constraints. Figure 2 shows a diagram demonstrating such constraints, which we will later formalise in Section 6.
Informally, we will consider the intercept to be achieved whenever,
besides the constraint on the antenna train angle [46] AT A between

ACE MULTIAGENT SIMULATION

3.1

Flight Dynamics

We have used a simplified model of flight dynamics to keep run–
times reasonable yet still provide a good approximation of rear quarter aerial intercepts, that is, the trade–off between speed and turn
rate. There are two components to the simulation model. Namely, a
time-stepped simulation representing simplified flight physics and a
basic control system that allows the pilot agent to request the flight
dynamics model to undertake specific maneuvers. Flight model
state variables include the UAV’s position (x, y, z), its orientation
(ψ , θ , ϕ), its speed and G-load factor. The orientation of the UAV is
represented by the Euler angles (ψ , θ , ϕ) corresponding to rotations
around the z, y and x axes. These are typically referred to as the yaw
(or heading, in global coordinates), pitch and bank angles [25]. The
model also maintains a reciprocal set of state variables known as
the command variables: xc , yc , zc , ψc , θc , ϕc and дloadc . These are
commanded or desired values issued to the UAV by the pilot agent,
for example, zc is the desired or commanded altitude. A simple
feedback control system [28] takes these values and uses them to
steer the simulated aircraft. The equations of motion for the flight
dynamics make use of a simplified physics model and are shown in
Equations 1-2 below
xÛ =v(t) cosψ (t),
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yÛ =v(t) sinψ (t),

zÛ =v(t) sin θ (t)

(1)

tan ϕ(t)
ψÛ =д
v(t)

ϕÛ =ϵϕ k

(2)

flight is the terminology used to represent a team or formation of aircraft.
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Figure 1: A schematic for a blue UAV undertaking a stern conversion maneuvre against a red UAV.
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Figure 2: Intercept success criteria and relative angle definitions between Blue and Red.

While the differential equations above do not account for lift forces
[25], the trade–off between speed and velocity is captured via Equation 2. ψÛ is measured in rad/s and depends on current speed v(t)
and bank angle ϕ(t), and Earth’s gravitational constant д. The bank
angle rate of change ϕÛ depends on ϵ = sgn(ϕc − ϕ(t)), the sign of
difference between commanded and actual bank angle, and fixed
parameter ϕ k .

3.2

Pilot Agent

Four parametric commands are available to the pilot agent to control the UAV. These are sent by the pilot agent to the flight control system which then interprets them and sets low–level conÛ and v(t)
trol signals ψÛ (t), θÛ(t), ϕ(t)
Û accordingly. SetFlyLevelCmd
() takes no parameters and sets all control signals to zero. SetPitchAngleCmd (θc ) and SetSpeedCmd (vc ) set the inputs of
straightforward feedback control systems to θÛ and vÛ respectively.
SetHeadingGLoadCmd allows the pilot to specify a desired headingψc as well as a desired g-load factor дloadc . This latter parameter
limits the magnitude of centripetal forces allowed during the turn
to achieve a change in heading.
As a baseline for the experiments discussed in Section 6, the
heuristic depicted in Figure 1 was implemented in ACE as a behaviour tree (BT) [10]. Figure 3 shows a graphical representation
of the BT for Shaw’s heuristic. Rectangular leaf nodes represent actions, rounded corner nodes stand for conditions. Condition and action nodes are composed hierarchically with internal square nodes
accounting for parallel execution (=), totally–ordered sequencing

Parallel Node

Sequence Node

?

Fallback Node

(▶) or fallbacks (?). The behaviour tree was implemented using
the open source BT++ library [10]. In describing Figure 3, we make
reference to the Shaw Heuristic schematic for a stern conversion in
Figure 1 and accompanying discussion in Section 2. The execution
of the behaviour tree starts with a parallel node with three children.
The rationale for this is that Blue is always trying to match the
speed and altitude of its opponent via the Match Speed and Match
Altitude actions. At the same time, and for each time step, it is necessary to identify in which stage of the plan depicted in Figure 1 the
UAV is. For this we recursively nest fallback nodes, each checking
for the conditions that enable the behaviours necessary to achieve
the sub–goals required by the plan. The Pure Pursuit behaviour,
equivalent to Convert, is used to steer Blue towards Red when the
range is greater than Rsc . The other three behaviours implement
the turns at times t 0 , t 1 and t 2 , generating the low-level control
signals that steer the aircraft as required.

4

DOMAIN PREDICTIVE CONTROL FOR
HYBRID SYSTEMS

Model Predictive Control (MPC) [9] is based on the iterative receding horizon solution of a finite horizon optimal control problem
formulated on a model of the system dynamics, plant, control constraints, and performance objective. Domain Predictive Control
(DPC) [32] instances MPC so that planning models are used to represent dynamics and constraints, and planners to solve the optimal
control problem or find an approximation. In this Section we give a
formal definition of two–level MPC controllers that integrate supervisory control [28] and the generation of low-level control signals
to steer in a timely fashion the simulated vehicles.

4.1

Receding Horizon Control

We next formalise two–level MPC controllers for hybrid systems
by putting together Borrelli’s [5] discussion of Receding Horizon Control (RHC) in such a setting, and Di Cairano’s [8] discussion of MPC controllers in industrial settings. At any control
cycle2 t the MPC controller will perform three steps, which are
repeated. First, a finite horizon optimal control problem is set,
that uses the current state x(t) as the initial state. Second, the
control problem is solved obtaining the optimal input sequence
Ut →t +N |t = {u 0 , u 1 , . . . , uk , . . . , u N −1 } over the horizon N . Third
and last step is to apply the computed optimal sequence until a new
state x(t + 1) becomes available. In ACE simulations, the controller
receives states at a fixed constant rate set. The finite time optimal
control problem set is given by the following equations

min J x(t)
(3)
Ut →t +N |t

subj. to
 
x
x k+1 = fi (x k , uk ), if k ∈ Mi
uk
h C (x k , uk ) ≥ 0

(4)
(5)

x N ∈ Xf
x 0 = x(t)

(6)
(7)
Rn

where t is the discrete index of the control cycle. x k ∈
and uk
∈ Rm are the values of states and input signals predicted k steps
ahead of t, based on information up to t. h(·) is positive whenever
states and input signals satisfy a given set of global constraints C.
Pairs (Mi , fi ) characterise the possible modes of the hybrid system,
Mi being a partition of the combined state and input space Rn+m .
fi is a state transition function that maps states x k and inputs uk into
future predicted states x k+1 . Xf is the set of accepted terminal states
of the system, further constraining possible trajectories throughout
the state space. These are then ranked according to cost functions J
−1

 NÕ

J x0 = p x N +
q x k , uk

(8)

k =0

where p(·) and q(·) are respectively the terminal and stage cost
functions. As observed by Di Cairano, from Equations 3-7 MPC
results in a nonlinear static state–feedback controller
u(t) = дM PC (x(t))

(9)

since at every control cycle the only changing element in Eq. 3-7 is
the initial state x(t). When analytical solutions to Eq. 9 exist, the
control algorithm becomes very simple, as it only needs to evaluate
the formula of the solution on x(t). Usually, and as it is the case
of the systems considered in this paper, the explicit feedback law
in Eq. 9 is impossible to compute exactly [3]. Many methods have
been proposed to compute approximate solutions to Eq. 3-7, like
restricting modes dynamics fi to be linear–time invariant (LTI)
systems confined to partitions of Rn+m which are polyhedra, and
cost functions to be given as linear or quadratic functions of states
and inputs [5]. Such problem approximations [4] enable the use
2 Control

cycles are fixed duration time intervals, discretising the temporal evolution
of the system. The number of control cycles in an ACE simulation is finite.

of powerful mathematical programming solvers off-the-shelf [43].
Alternatively, the so–called recursive approach to Eq. 3-7, formulates
a dynamic–programming task which can be solved in a variety of
forms. An example of this approach being used for the intercepts
discussed in Section 2 is the work of McGrew et al [35], that use
real–timedynamic programming (RTDP) [2] to obtain estimates of
J ∗ x k , uk , the optimal solution to Eq. 3-7. These estimates are then
used by a rollout algorithm implementing a one-step lookahead
that selects input signals and realise дM PC . In the literature on AI
planning these strategies are usually referred to as re-planning or
on-line planning, as action selection and execution are interleaved,
solving a planning task at each time step [19].

4.2

DPC over Functional STRIPS

Löhr et al. [32] first observed that hybrid control systems could be
specified as planning domains, with actions accounting for voluntary switching between modes (Mi , fi ). Plans then describe implicitly the continuous time evolution of time switched closed–loop
hybrid control systems [29]. We will lift the requirement to linearise
fi and avoid the combinatorial explosion inherent to enumerating
control modes, thus significantly broadening the applicability of
Löhr’s original formulation of DPC.
To do so we have extended the FSTRIPS [17] modeling language
to enable the compact description of the plant, low–level control signals and modes without need of off–line pre–processing. FSTRIPS is
a general language for classical planning based on the fragment
of First Order Logic (FOL) that involves constant, functional and
relational symbols (predicates), as originally proposed by Geffner,
and recently augmented by Francès et al with support for quantification, conditional effects [15], and arbitrary procedural extensions
to denote functions [16]. These features allow us to integrate in a
parsimonious manner the syntactic fragments of pddl 2.1 Level
2 [13] and pddl+ [14] (pddl 2.1 Level 5), necessary to account for
numeric variables, general algebraic expressions, ordinary differential equations (ode’s), instantaneous autonomous transitions and
support for the translation of existing models of hybrid systems. For
each control cycle t a (ground) FSTRIPS planning problem Pt = ⟨
V , D, s 0t , A, C, ϕG , q, p ⟩ is set. V and D are state variables and
their domains, |V | = m + n. States sk are given as a valuation of
state variables V , no actual difference is made between state and
inputs. s 0t is the initial state at cycle t. ϕG is the goal formula that
specifies the properties that goal states must have. A and C are
respectively a set of ground actions, and a set of global constraints
(ground formulae) over V . Domains D and constraints C are used
to construct automatically Equation 5, ϕG defines Equation 6. Our
main extensions, beyond adding data types and algebraic functions,
affect the way actions are defined and what is the interpretation
made of their effects. A consists of three distinct subsets Ac , Ax
and An corresponding to Reiters’ control, exogenous and natural
actions [42], that model respectively inputs uk , instantaneous reactions of the environment and differential equations. p and q are the
algebraic expressions over V in cost–to–go functions J like that in
Eq. 8. We next discuss the semantics of our extensions.

4.3

Actions with Procedural Effects

Geffner [17] defines effects of (ground) actions a as a set of conditional functional and relational effects e. Functional effects ϕ →
x := ω assign to state variables x the value resulting of the evaluation of algebraic expression ω on a state sk , noted [ω]sk , whenever
ϕ is true in sk . Relational effects ϕ → L where L is a conjunction of
literals of state variables y whose domain Dy is {⊤, ⊥}. We will denote the state variable affected by effect e as aff e . Relational effects
are not strictly needed, yet making such distinction is convenient
from a formal and practical aspect. We change Geffner’s account
in two ways. First, effects of actions are no longer sets but rather
sequences (e 1 , . . ., ek ). The result of executing an action a becomes
then the result of evaluating a simple program made up of k pairs
of conditional assignment instructions, each of them addressed by
the index 1 < j < k of the effect. This ensures that the result of
evaluating the action effects is well–defined when aff ei = aff e j ,
for any two effects ei , e j , i , j. The second change we make to
Geffner’s account is to allow a third type of conditional effect, ϕ →
Y := proc(V ), where Y is a tuple of state variables Y ⊆ V . proc(V )
is an arbitrary procedure whose interpretation [proc(V )]s depends
on the values of V in state s and the programming language used3 .

4.4

Instantaneous Transitions

Controlled mode transitions are handled with control [42] actions
Ac that the planner will be expected to make a decision on whether
to execute or not. Allowing for procedural action effects greatly
increases the expressiveness of the planning language, enabling for
instance to incorporate domain control knowledge in a seamless
and elegant way. For such actions, preconditions can be used to
account for the guards governing the activation of action nodes in
a behaviour tree, or state–based outputs in a general automaton.
Effects are defined procedurally and set the values of either state
or input variables. Uncontrolled mode transitions are interpreted as
exogenous [42] actions Ax , which implement a special case of Fox &
Long PDDL+ events [14]. We restrict the interpretation of exogenous
action effects to sets where left and right hand sides are independent. The process of determining which actions are applicable on a
given state and the execution of their effects is encapsulated in the
procedural effect propaдate(V ). While very limiting, this restriction
is sufficient to meet the needs of the application we consider on
this paper. Namely, they are used to account for reactions of the
environment to inputs or the continuous evolution of dynamics.
An example of such reactions are used to set the commanded bank
Û They
angle and the error signal that governs bank angle rates ϕ.
can also be used to implement supervisory control [28] rules, which
in this paper are used to model the pilot agent of adversaries.

4.5

Plant and Low-Level Control Dynamics

Plant and controller dynamics are conceptually natural actions [42]
An , and equivalent to PDDL+ processes [14], which are used to
describe the dynamics of the system in a compositional, modular,
bottom up fashion. Preconditions of processes p, prep , can be used
to account for the guards associated with the modes of the high–
level controller and define the partitions Mk , or when necessary, to
3 We

use C++ in our planner.

approximate piecewise non–stationary plant dynamics. The effects
eff p of processes p are then combined to obtain the differential
inclusions fk directly, as eff p are sets of ode’s
eff p = {xÛ = ξ | x ∈ V }
where ξ is allowed to be an arithmetic expression involving standard
arithmetic operations, any state variable y ∈ V , constants, built–
in algebraic functions, or arbitrary functions whose codomain is
defined by means of an external procedure [17]. The passage of
time is modeled by adding automatically a process pclock with
effect tÛ = ∆t and precondition ⊤. Given a state sk , the set of active
processes [14] is defined as
Pk = {p | [prep ]sk = ⊤}

(10)

the set of processes whose preconditions are true. For each possible
set Pk there is a mode with partition Mk given by the conjunction
of preconditions prep , p ∈ P k and ode’s for each variable x ∈ V
Í

fkx = p ∈ Pk eff px
(11)
where eff px is the expression that results from evaluating the right
hand side of xÛ = ξ on sk , and x appears in the left–hand side, or 0
if there is no such ode. We note that fkx is generally not constant
throughout control cycles, as the terms featured in expressions ξ
can have their denotation changed as the effect of instantaneous
control or exogenous actions. The state transition function fi (·) in
Eq. 4 is then obtained solving numerically [6] the integral equation
∫ ∆t
x k +1 = x k +
fkx ∂τ
(12)
0

where x k

for each variable x ∈ V ,
is the value of x in state sk . As
long as the Lifschitz condition holds over the interval [0, ∆t] for
every fkx , Equation 12 will produce finite values. The computation
of sets Pk , differential equations fkx and the solution Eq. 12 is all
done in our planner by the procedure sim(V ). It evaluates process
preconditions and sets Equation 12 automatically. Once the state
equation is established, sim(V ) proceeds to calculate the values
x t +k +1 applying the integration method of choice, selected during
the planner setup. We conclude this Section by observing that the
use of numeric methods in hybrid planning is not entirely novel,
both Dellapenna et al [11] UPMurphi, Piotrowski et al [40] DiNo and
Scala et al [45] ENHSP planners do so implicitly relying on the Euler
method [6].

4.6

Plans as Time–Switched Hybrid Systems

At each control cycle t, we invoke an off-the-shelf, deterministic
planner on Pt . Resulting plans πt are finite sequences
a 00 , . . . , al0 , wait 1 , a 10 , . . . , al1 , wait 2 . . . ali−1 , waiti , . . . , b
2

1

aij

i

made of control actions
∈ Ac , the special action wait, with
procedural effect Y := sim(propaдate(V )), ending with action b ∈
Ac ∪ {wait }. By composing the procedures propaдate() and sim()
defined over the sets of exogenous and natural actions Ax ∪ An as
discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, wait effectively approximates via
numeric integration the continuous time evolution of the control

system for over the period of time ∆t. Plans π are valid when

T
x i , ui = Λi (x i−1 , ui−1 )
(13)
x i+1 = eff waiti (x i , ui )

(14)

h C (x i , ui ) ≥ 0

(15)

x N ∈ Xf

(16)

x 0 = x(t)

(17)

have at least one solution. Λi is the numeric kernel of action sei−1
quence ai−1
0 , . . ., al i [44]. Namely, the expression that results from
the recursive substitution of occurrences of variable y on the right
hand side of the effect of action ali for the conditional effect
i

y := pre


alk
i

∧ϕ → ω

that results from effects y := ϕ → ω in eff (alk ), with k < i s.t. no
i
action am
, k < m < i exists with an effect on y. If no action affects
li
y, then yi = yi−1 . We observe that Eqs. 13–17 describe all possible
trajectories of a time–switched hybrid system [29], where the timing
of the switches between modes is given by t + i∆t. Plans πt are
used directly to provide the output of the controller дM PC (x(t)),
set to be the state resulting from the execution of instantaneous
actions a 00 , . . ., al0 .
1

4.7

Approximation of Optimal Control with
Width-Based Search Methods

As we have seen above, FSTRIPS planning tasks Pt describe compactly deterministic optimal control problems over hybrid systems.
In order to obtain the controller дM PC (x(t)) efficiently, we turn to
Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) [4]. In particular, we
instance the rollout algorithm with a l–step, depth–selective lookahead policy. In contrast with well–known algorithms such as Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [27], our lookahead and base policies
are deterministic.
Rather than using a simulation-based policy to estimate the cost
J˜k+l at the leaf nodes of the lookahead, as MCTS does, we simply
set J˜k +l to дN (x k +l ). While this may seem to be a rather unsophisticated choice, we have observed it to perform very robustly. For the
lookahead policy we turn to Width-based Search [30]. These algorithms both allow to focus the lookahead and have good any–time
behaviour. When it comes to prioritisation of applicable control
actions, width–based methods select first those that lead to states
with novel valuations of features defined over states [16]. For the
experiments in Section 6, we have implemented the simplest width–
based algorithm, IW (1), to unroll the lookahead for l steps. Similar
strategies have been shown to perform well over fixed horizon
deterministic and stochastic control problems [18, 31]. IW (1) is a
plain breadth–first search, guaranteed to run in linear time and space
as it only expands novel states. A state sk = [x k uk ]T is novel if and
only if it encounters a state variable x or u whose value D(x), D(u)
⊆ R it has not seen before in the current search. Note that novel
states are independent of the objective function used, as the estimated cost-to-go J is not used to define the novelty of the states.
Hence, novelty–based lookahead policies are orthogonal to other
strategies, such as regret minimization [27] and the evaluation of
greedy policies over approximations of cost–to–go functions, as

used by Real–Time Dynamic Programming (RTDP) [2] and Deep
Q-Learning [36]. How to combine existing cost–based approaches
with width–based ones is an active topic of research.

5

FSTRIPS MODEL OF PLANT AND CONTROL
DYNAMICS

We have modeled directly, without further simplifications, the plant
dynamics described in Section 3.1. In order to reduce the error during numeric integration, we have grouped the ODE’s in Eq. 1 into
a single process. Rates of change for Euler angles and speed are
modeled independently, and depend on the control mode active at a
given time point. The FS planner analyses the input and output dependencies between the integration actor blocks [28] and performs
leapfrogging automatically if no cyclic dependencies are found.
We have used a different control scheme than the one described
in Section 3.1, following the guidelines for the design of supervisory control systems provided in Lee & Seeshia textbook [28].
Rather than trying to find values for the commands to be used in
the flight control system, we introduced 3 control modes for each
of the 3 degrees of freedom: pitch, bank angle and speed. Each
of these primitive control modes specify whether either of these
quantities are to decrease (increasie) according to a simple linear
law, or remain stationary, during the control cycle. The control
mode (Mt +k , ft +k ) follows from the combination of valid values
of 3 different multi–valued logical variables, each one with a domain consisting of 3 values, one for each of the primitive control
modes considered. Each of these can be activated via suitable control actions accelerate, decelerate, cruise, etc. whose effects set
the corresponding logical variable. The wait action discussed in
Section 4.6, will then resolve which of the possible 33 = 27 permutations of primitive control modes needs to be used to compute
the next state. Orthogonal to these differential, proportional control modes, we allow the planner to determine dynamically the
maximum д-load [25] allowed during a given control cycle. For
that, we have included 3 control actions, increase_д, decrease_д
and reset_д that increase (decrease) by 1 unit the current д-load of
the aircraft and reset it to 1. Besides that, these actions also set the
commanded bank angle ϕc of the aircraft according to the formula
−1 . We note that an aircraft with a д-load of 1 will not
ϕc = acos дload
c
start turning. If it is already turning the bank angle will eventually
become zero, so the aircraft flies again along a straight line.
Obtaining command values for the control scheme used by ACE
simulated aircraft is straightforward, and results from the numerical
simulation of the time–switched hybrid system given by the plan
πt computed at control cycle t over the horizon N . We do not
use directly the values for ψ and θ at terminal states as they can
have very small magnitudes, and we just keep their sign which we
multiply by constants ψt = π /2 and θ t = 0.017rad.

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We end this paper discussing the parameters under which we have
studied the performance of the MPC controllers based on planners
discussed in Section 4. We first define formally the goal and cost
function used in our experiments. Then we give a detailed account
of the main parameters governing the simulation runs. Finally,

we go over the observations obtained on the performance of our
controllers compared with the baseline described in Section 3.2.

6.1

Goal & Cost Function Formulation

Goal states sG are those where the goal formula ϕG = Rmin ≤
Rbr ≤ Rmax ∧ 0 ≤ AAb ≤ 60 ∧ 0 ≤ AT Ab ≤ 30 holds. Rmin and
Rmax are the lower and upper bounds on the range to the target and
are set to 100 and 1, 000 respectively. AA and ATA are, respectively
the aspect and antenna train angles. They describe in a compact
manner the tactical relations between the two UAVs [1, 35].
The cost function J we use in these experiments is task specific,
and originally developed by McGrew et al [35]. McGrew’s function
is built around an expert developed heuristic [1], that captures the
merit of states sk and considers relative aircraft orientation and
range




−|R − Rd |
1
AA AT A
−
+
exp
(18)
2
2π
2π
πλ
where AA is the aspect angle to the target aircraft, AT A is the
antenna train angle, R is the distance between Blue and Red, Rd is
the desired range to be maintained and λ is a scaling constant. We
set λ = 1, 000 to keep it in line within the same order of magnitude
of initial distances between Red and Blue. Equation 18 combines
two measures of performance. The first term, which is a function of
the aspect and antenna train angles is referred by McGrew as the
orientation score, and rates highest states where the controlled UAV
is right behind the target. These values lie in the [−1, 1] interval, and
they are symmetric for Blue and Red. That is, when Blue orientation
score is 1, Red’s assigned score is −1. If Blue and Red are flying side
by side, then scores are 0 for both. The second term, the range score,
is a function mapping distance to the target into the [0, 1] interval,
assigning 1 when the range to the target is exactly at a distance Rd ,
and gently falling off according to an inverse exponential law. The
stage cost q(x k , uk ) combines h
h(sk ) =



qsc (x k , uk ) = w д(x k ) + (1 − w)h(x k )

(19)

with the goal indicator function д(x k ), which is 1 whenever the
controlled UAV is right within the goal region in Equation 18, and 0
otherwise. The constant w ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting value determined
experimentally, and we use w = 0.8 as suggested by McGrew in [35].
We have found experimentally that McGrew’s approach does not
suit the larger distances involved in our setting, and rather than
multiplying the orientation and range scores, we have found that
adding them together produces best results with the algorithms
discussed in Section 4.7 confirming the observations in [39]. We
finish noting that McGrew’s terminal cost p(·) is set to zero, and
we do so too.

6.2

Planner-based Controllers

We have tested 9 different planning–based controllers, all of them
using the FS planner [16]. The planner has been extended to support
the width–based search algorithms by Lipovetzky et al [31] tested
on the ATARI simulator, and the new FSTRIPS features discussed
in Section 4. Each of these controllers follow from the discussion
in Section 5, with some changes which we discuss next. We have
considered three different supervisory control schemes. The first

one, which we refer to as Vanilla, corresponds exactly with the
one presented in Section 5. The second scheme tested, which we
will refer to as Composite and abbreviate as Comp., includes actions
with procedural effects that encapsulate the action nodes of the
behaviour tree in Figure 3. Besides those, other control actions available are those that switch the system back to neutral control modes
(e.g. cruise) and allow to adjust дloadc . This allows the planner to
explore more aggressive turning and interleave the pursuit of the
sub-goals discussed in Section 2 in novel ways. The third variant
considered, which we call Shaw, control actions allow to adjust
дloadc and there is one action whose procedural effect evaluates
the complete behaviour tree in Figure 3. The second dimension in
the controllers incorporates models of the opponent by assuming
the target aircraft to be governed by a specific supervisory control strategy. The first assumed control scheme, Straight, assumes
the target to fly in the same direction and velocity. The second
opponent model considered evaluates and executes the Pure Pursuit
behaviour in Figure 3. The third and last model considered, Full
Shaw, evaluates and executes the complete behaviour tree in the
same Figure. The two are implemented via exogenous actions that
update opponent control inputs each control cycle.

6.3

Experimental Settings

While initial conditions (positions, velocities) of Blue and Red
change between simulations a number of parameters and settings
remain constant. We discuss these invariant properties next. To simplify the analysis and avoid having to adjust the parameters in the
behaviour tree in Figure 3 we have used the same airframe model in
all simulations. This fixes the values for the maximal turn rate (set
to 4 degrees per second), thrust-to-mass ratio (yielding a maximum
linear acceleration of 5 m/s 2 ) and the critical stall speed (set to 80
m/s). The duration of simulations is set to be 600 seconds, and the
frequency of updates and control cycles is set to 10 Hz, so every
history generated by the simulation consists of 6, 000 cycles. We
rate the performance of Blue and Red using the orientation score defined in Section 6.1. Since it is symmetric, the sum of attained scores
through the simulation history is both an intuitive and meaningful
measure of relative performance. When the accumulated score is
close to zero, it follows that either Blue and Red flew along parallel
course most of the time, or more interestingly, positional advantage
changed in a balanced way through the simulation. The depth of
the lookahead l is set to 1 second, e.g. 10 control cycles, in all the
experiments. This allowed to evaluate up to ≈5,000 states4 ahead
from the current state x(t) on average, keeping the run-time associated to each call to the planner to be about 50 ms, well below the
100 ms budget allowed by the simulation time step.

6.4

Summary of Results

We have compared the 9 controllers discussed in Section 6.2 against
the baseline pilot agent over a diverse array of initial conditions.
These are classified as Neutral, Offensive and Defensive, depending
on the value of McGrew’s orientation score in the first frame of
the simulation history. Neutral initial conditions include situations
where aircraft are approaching each other head on, a configuration
4 The

memory footprint of the search tree is ≈5 MBytes of memory.

Table 1: Evaluation of the 9 controllers proposed in Section 6.2 against the baseline discussed in Section 3.2.
Config.

Opp. ModelI

N

SM

t

p

CIl b

Table 2: Probability of success planning–based controllers
and the Shaw heuristic when initial conditions are neutral.
Configuration

Opponent Model

Prob. Alone

Prob. Both

⋆Vanilla Straight
Vanilla Straight
Vanilla Straight

Def
Neut
Off

32 750.180 5.176 1.30 × 10−6
229 927.185 11.268 1.06 × 10−23
39 883.935 5.674 1.59 × 10−6

454.580 1045.780
765.044 1089.326
568.566 1199.303

CIub

Vanilla
Vanilla
Vanilla

Straight
Pursuit
Full Shaw

0.175
0.166
0.170

0.192
0.157
0.157

Vanilla Pursuit
⋆ Vanilla Pursuit
Vanilla Pursuit

Def
Neut
Off

32 648.529 5.136 1.45 × 10−5
229 929.402 10.240 1.73 × 10−20
39 1182.616 6.502 1.17 × 10−7

391.000 906.058
750.558 1108.246
814.411 1550.821

Composite
Composite
Composite

Straight
Pursuit
Full Shaw

0.214
0.197
0.197

0.087
0.122
0.122

Vanilla Full Shaw Def
Vanilla Full Shaw Neut
⋆Vanilla Full Shaw Off

32 647.944 5.131 1.48 × 10−5
229 859.442 9.632 1.22 × 10−18
39 1183.473 6.514 1.13 × 10−7

390.386 905.502
683.624 1035.261
815.663 1551.283

Shaw’s Heuristic

N/A

0.035

0.062

Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

Straight
Straight
Straight

Def
Neut
Off

32 -667.954 -2.568
0.015
-1198.368 -137.539
229 -631.595 -7.965 7.83 × 10−20 -787.849 -475.340
39 107.177 0.503
0.618
-324.028 538.383

Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

Pursuit
Pursuit
Pursuit

Def
Neut
Off

32 -747.461 -2.947
0.006
-1264.704 -230.219
229 -705.692 -8.389 5.15 × 10−15 -871.444 -539.940
39 -545.544 -2.355
0.024
-1014.462 -76.626

Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

Full Shaw Def
Full Shaw Neut
Full Shaw Off

32 -775.177 -3.042
0.005
-1294.913 -255.441
229 -709.601 -8.428 4.01 × 10−15 -875.509 -543.692
39 -538.705 -2.327
0.025
-1007.296 -70.114

typically considered in the literature to be “fair” as it’s not offering undue advantage to either aircraft [35, 39]. Defensive initial
conditions are those where the target aircraft starts behind, and
conversely, offensive initial conditions are those where the agent
starts behind the target already.
Table 1 shows a statistical analysis of the performance observed
of each planner configuration. For each combination of planner
configuration (Vanilla, Composite, Shaw) and opponent modeling
(Straight Flight, Pursuit, Full Shaw) we measure the mean orientation score as defined in equation 18 (column SM) throughout N
simulations for each of the three classes of initial conditions discussed above. To assess the significance of this observable, we have
conducted a two–sided t-test for it (column t is the statistic, column
p is the p-value) and calculated the 95% confidence interval values
(column CI ). The null hypothesis tested is that the population or
actual mean accumulated score is 0. In other words, we check to
what degree the experimental observations support the hypothesis
that planners and Shaw Heuristic performance is so close that their
scores are both very close to zero. Our interpretation of the results
and statistics reported on Table 1 is that configurations using the
Vanilla control scheme have generally attained mean scores statistically significantly superior to those of Shaw’s heuristic. The very
low p-values for the null hypothesis and sign of the t statistic suggest that indeed, it is very likely that these controllers are slightly
superior, over all initial conditions, to our baseline. We can then
conclude that the FS planner, operating over the domain theory
described in Section 5, with and without modeling of opponent
actions, have a performance superior, as measured by McGrew’s
scoring functions, to Shaw’s proposed technique. We note that this
outcome is obtained directly from the first principles that follow
from the dynamical constraints in the flight model and the structure of the cost function defined in Section 6.1. The Composite and
Shaw variants were found to be on par with Shaw’s heuristic in
situations where the aircraft controlled by the planner starts with
a tactical advantage, we omit to report these results due to lack of

space. Our statistical significance test rules out the null hypothesis
in Neutral situations. Our interpretation is that the planner does not
find useful variants on Shaw’s rules of thumb for those particular
configurations.
Table 2 reports the success probabilities for the planner and the
implementation of Shaw’s heuristic in Figure 3. The column “Prob.
Alone” in the Table reports the relative frequency of simulations
where the pilot agent corresponding to each row achieved the task,
satisfying ϕG for 50 consecutive control cycles, and also managed
to avoid its opponent to do the same. The column “Prob. Both”
reports the frequency in which agents achieved the goal yet could
not avoid the other aircraft from doing so too. Interestingly, this
Table shows a picture which is complementary to Table 1. With this
measure of performance, we see that the 9 controllers are far more
likely to achieve the goal than Shaw’s heuristic. It is remarkable
that the Composite and Shaw controllers, which are outperformed
in Table 1, are on the other hand quite effective to achieve the goal.
These results hold witness to the highly dynamic nature of the task,
as the tables can be turned on the opponent several times over the
duration of each simulation.

7

DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

The results presented in the previous Section demonstrate that
approximate dynamic programming techniques based on Lipovetzky & Geffner width–based search framework, running on top of
general simulators described symbolically via FSTRIPS, are a viable approach to guidance and control in settings that preclude
direct application of MILP–based approaches [5, 43]. Previously
reported results [41] showed the approach to be superior in run–
time and performance to game–theoretic heuristic methods [39].
We look forward to compare directly with related dynamic programming approaches such as Monte Carlo Tree Search [27] and
Deep Reinforcement Learning [36, 47] methods, over several domains, considering stochastic perturbation and partial observability.
Furthermore we seek to reduce the amount of domain expertise required by the approach, tapping into the power of state–of–the–art
machine learning [21] to acquire models of systems and discover
modes of low–level control signals relevant to the task [37] directly
from simulators.
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